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Abstract
The construction of a timetable represents a critical part on the development of the yearly service plan for railway operations. The Train Timetabling Problem (TTP) aims to find a timetable that must respond both to commercial needs and certain capacity and security related constraints. The combination of the latter, makes the TTP a complex and time consuming process. While most approaches on the literature offers exact solving models, once they are applied on real-size instances, they fail to solve the problem within a reasonable amount of time. Reason for which, heuristic or relaxation techniques are extensively used. In this paper, we first propose an alternative mathematical model to tackle the TTP. Next, we present a Genetic Algorithm implementing our model in order to rapidly obtain near-optimal train timetables. Finally, we test the implementation of our model on a case study based on the German railway network.
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1 Introduction

A train timetable defines the set of departure and arrival times for the train lines at the stations or other relevant locations in the rail network.

The construction of the train timetable, or train timetabling problem (TTP), represents only the first step of an even larger and more complex process: the yearly rail service planning. As its name suggests it, it consists on the definition of the plan, and the allocation of resources to provide the annual train services, i.e., timetables, crew schedules, rolling stock usage, etc. It is an iterative process where the output of one step is used as input to the next one, and when a conflict appears and can not be solved on the current level, one must go back to the previous step to make the necessary adjustments. The process is described in Figure 1 and briefly summarized on the next paragraph.

Once a feasible timetable is obtained, a route plan has to be designed. This is known as the routing and platforming problems, and consists on the allocation of platforms, inbound and outbound routes for the scheduled trains into the stations. The next step is the rolling stock planning, which specifies among other things, which engines and carriages will be used for each scheduled train of the timetable. Finally, the crew schedule, which defines the
working plan for each person (role) involved in the train operations, e.g. drivers, controllers, etc.

The timetable must respond to the commercial requirements of the customers, both passengers and freight traffic, while respecting also some security and capacity constraints. These constraints are determined by the characteristics of the rolling stock and the infrastructure of the network. Typically, these constraints are called hard constraints, which mean that they can not be violated, e.g., minimum running time, minimum headway time, maximum number of platforms at some station etc. While some kind of commercial requirements and quality aspects are called soft constraints, their observance is not mandatory, but their transgression often leads to economic costs or reduction of overall quality of the service, e.g., key time, connections, etc.

The combination of the requirements and constraints as well as the large number of trains and journeys to schedule, makes this problem very difficult to solve. The train timetabling problem (TTP) is proven to be NP-Hard by Caprara et al. [6].

Furthermore, some of the commercial requirements may come into conflict with capacity constraints or with the maintenance activities of the network. These conflicts should be rapidly identified, since, in most of the cases, a negotiation between the train operating companies and the railway infrastructure manager is required, leading to further time consumption. By Taking this into account, we observe that the preparation of a yearly timetable is a complex, costly and time consuming process that usually takes several months to be fully completed.

Traditionally, the timetabling process was undertaken by the experts planners of the railway service. However, since the nineties, the benefits of using optimization models and techniques to solve the TTP were recognized and applied. The majority of these approaches are based on a mathematical formulation of the problem that could give exact solutions to the problem. However, due to its high complexity and impractical computing time, metaheuristics and relaxation techniques are applied to solve the model.

The contribution of this work is twofold. First, we propose a mathematical formulation of the TTP which can be implemented using different optimization techniques, such as lin-
ear programming or meta-heuristics. Second, we develop a genetic algorithm implementing our model in order to rapidly obtain optimal or near-optimal train timetables.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews some related work. Section 3 defines the TTP and presents our proposed formulation. Section 4 describes the implementation of our genetic algorithm to solve the TTP. Section 5 presents the case study and discuss the results of experimentation. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and present some perspectives for future work.

2 Related Work

Several approaches to tackle the TTP can be found on the literature, for a comprehensive survey of these, review Assad [2], Cordeau et al. [7], Cacchiani and Toth [5].

On this section we will review some of the contributions for the non-periodic train timetabling problem, however, relevant references on the periodic timetabling field can be found on: [16], [13], [15] [1] and [19]. Most of them are based on the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP), initially proposed by Serafini and Ukovich [18].

One of the first contributions to solve the train scheduling or timetabling problems was made by Szpigel [20], he modelled the single track train scheduling problem as a job shop scheduling problem, and solved it using a branch and bound algorithm.

Higgins et al. [10] propose a mathematical programming model to schedule trains on a single track line, based on the Australian rail network. On this work, priorities are assigned to each train, which then are used to find optimal solutions using a branch and bound procedure.

In a subsequent work, Higgins et al. [11] tackle the single line train scheduling by implementing and comparing the results of different heuristics methods: local search heuristic with an improved neighbourhood structure, genetic algorithms, tabu search and two hybrid algorithms.

Oliveira et al. [17] model the single-track railway scheduling problem as a special case of the job shop scheduling problem by considering the train trips as jobs, which will be scheduled on tracks regarded as resources. Then they show how the problem can be modelled with constraint programming and use Ilog Scheduler to solve it.

Caprara et al. [6] focus on a particular case of the TTP: a single, one-way track linking two major stations, with a number of intermediate stations in between. They propose a graph theoretic formulation used to derive an integer linear programming model which is relaxed in a Lagrangian way.

Kwan and Mistry [14] use a co-evolutionary algorithm for the automatic generation of train timetables. The objectives are: first, to allocate as many capacity requests as possible, and second: to discover the conflicts that have to be solved by the train operating companies. They use three types of populations which are evolved one after another. The combination of three individuals, i.e., one of each population, result on a timetable. Within each step of the evolution, a timetable is generated and evaluated. Once the termination condition is achieved, the algorithm is stopped and the best timetable is given as result.

Borndörfer and Schlechte [3] present two types of integer programming formulations: a standard formulation that models block conflicts in terms of packing constraints, and a novel formulation of the extended type that is based on additional configuration variables. Both formulations are then relaxed and solved using MIP solvers.

Fischer et al. [9] use a lagrangian relaxation of the conflict constraints combined with a
cutting plane approach to deal with very large instances of the train timetabling problem.

Tormos et al. [21] use a genetic algorithm to improve timetable robustness, by assigning time supplements in running and headway times over an optimized timetable obtained with the methods described on Ingolotti et al. [12].

Wong et al. [22] present a mixed integer programming model for generating synchronized timetables, which enable smooth connections while minimizing delays for passengers, the model is then solved using a heuristic technique.

Cacchiani et al. [4] propose a different formulation of the TTP, where each variable corresponds to a full timetable for a train, whereas, in classic formulations, where each variable is associated with a departure and/or arrival time of a train at some specific station. This approach leads to an easier and faster relaxation, thus, better and faster resulting timetables.

3 Train Timetabling Problem: definition and formulation

3.1 Problem definition

We define the TTP as: given a railway infrastructure, a list of rolling stock available and a list of train journeys to schedule, produce a timetable in which, all scheduled train journeys respect both capacity and security constraints while optimizing a given criteria.

Three important inputs are thus identified: the rolling stock, the railway infrastructure and the journey requirements. They are detailed below.

The rolling stock: On a real scenario, different types of trains circulate on the railway infrastructure. Each one of them has specific characteristics such as: speed, length, braking distance, etc.

The Infrastructure: The description of the infrastructure can be extremely detailed, however, for train timetabling purposes, only a macro perspective is used, this because higher details implies a more complex model and thus, larger processing time. For instance: several approaches sees stations as black boxes, which means that they do not deal with the stations’ capacity, i.e. number of tracks for manoeuvres and platforms, this could lead to infeasible timetables which will have to be fixed later. In our model, we define three main elements to represent the infrastructure:

- Tracks: Tracks connecting two stations, each track definition contains important information as: if the track is single or both ways, the minimum running time for each train type that can circulate on it, the minimum headway time between two train types, among others.

- Knot: A knot defines the locations where trains are allowed to stop, dwell, overtake and perform other manoeuvres. They are typically stations and sidings. Information about the geographical location of the tracks connecting one knot to another is also defined, this allows to determine if a train must perform a turnaround maneuver before pursuing with its itinerary. All knot definitions are composed by a set of Inner Tracks.

- Inner tracks: These are the tracks or platforms inside a knot, they define the capacity of the knot.

The Journey Requirements: A set of train journeys to be scheduled on the timetable. Each journey \( J \) consists of a set of trips \( K_j \). A trip is defined as the circulation of the train form one knot to another, and it has associated minimal, maximal and ideal departure
and arrival times. Some journeys are defined as mandatory, which means that they must
be present on the generated timetable, while others will be scheduled only if it is possible.
Each journey has a profit value associated, which is used to prioritize the schedule of some
train journey over the others.

3.2 Definition of data and variables

Data:
\( J \): Set of required train journeys.
\( prof_j \): Profit value of a journey \( j \).
\( K_j \): Set of trips for a journey \( j \).
\( idealDep/idealArr_{j,k} \): Ideal departure and arrival times, trip \( k \) of journey \( j \).
\( lbDep/ubDep_{j,k} \): Lower and Upper bounds for the departure time, trip \( k \) of journey \( j \).
\( lbArr/ubArr_{j,k} \): Lower and Upper bounds for arrival time, trip \( k \) of journey \( j \).
\( minRT/maxRT_{j,k,k+1} \): Min/Max running time on trip \( k \) of journey \( j \).
\( minDT/maxDT_{j,k,k+1} \): Min/Max dwelling time between trips \( k \) and \( k + 1 \) of journey \( j \).
\( minPT/maxPT_{j,k,k+1} \): Min/Max passing time between trips \( k \) and \( k + 1 \) of journey \( j \).
\( minTT/maxTT_{j,k,k+1} \): Min/Max turnaround time between trips \( k \) and \( k + 1 \) of journey \( j \).
\( minHT/maxHT_{j,j',k,k'} \): Min/Max headway time between train journeys \( j \) and \( j' \) on trips
\( k \) and \( k' \) respectively.

Variables:
\( Dep \): Departure Time for trip \( k \) of train journey \( j \).

\[ lbDep_{j,k} \leq Dep_{j,k} \leq ubDep_{j,k} \] (1)

\( Arr \): Arrival Time for trip \( k \) of train journey \( j \).

\[ lbArr_{j,k} \leq Arr_{j,k} \leq ubArr_{j,k} \] (2)

\( sched \): Binary variable that is used to determine if a train journey \( j \) is scheduled (is part of
the timetable) or not.

\[ 0 \leq sched_j \leq 1 \] (3)

3.3 Objective function

We define our objective function as the maximisation of the the global profit of the gener-
ated timetable, i.e., the sum of the profit value for each train scheduled (\( sched_j = 1 \)). The
profit value of a train is proportionally decreased when the train is scheduled to depart/arrive
before or after its desired departure/arrival times. However, such variations are often nec-
essary in order to comply with the constraints defined on the next sub section. In case of
any constraint transgression, the associated train is not scheduled (\( sched_j = 0 \)). Equation 4
presents a simplified version of the objective function

\[ \text{Maximize } \sum_{j=1}^{J} sched_j \cdot prof_j - \sum_{k=1}^{K_j} \text{penaltyArr}_{j,k} + \text{penaltyDep}_{j,k} \] (4)
3.4 Constraints

As stated before, constraints can be classified into two groups, soft and hard constraints. In our formulation, soft constraints are included into the objective function, i.e., the penalization over the profit generated when a train is not scheduled to arrive or depart at the ideal desired times. Hard constraints must be always respected by all scheduled trains, they are defined as follows.

- **Running Time:** Minimal and maximal running time for a train journey \( j \) on trip \( k \). These values take into account the speed, the acceleration and braking times of the train. Therefore, the running time vary depending if the train has to stop at the next knot or if it will only pass through. Hence, four types of minimal running times are predefined: stop-stop, stop-pass, pass-stop, pass-pass. The choice of which minimal running time is used is determined by the particular itinerary of the train journey. Finally, these values also include a predefined buffer time to improve the robustness of the timetable.

\[
minRT_{j,k} \leq Arr_{j,k} - Dep_{j,k} \leq maxRT_{j,k}
\]  

(5)

- **Dwelling Time:** Minimal and maximal dwelling time for a train \( j \) that stops at a knot between trips \( k \) and \( k + 1 \). The dwelling time must be sufficient to allow passengers to disembark and board the trains. Additional time might be needed in case of connections between train journeys.

\[
minDT_{j,k,k+1} \leq Dep_{j,k+1} - Arr_{j,k} \leq maxDT_{j,k,k+1}
\]  

(6)

- **Passing Time:** The minimal and maximal time that takes a train to pass through a knot between trips \( k \) and \( k + 1 \). Normally, the speed in which a train passes through a station is reduced, and some stations are very large, therefore, this time should not be disregarded.

\[
minPT_{j,k,k+1} \leq Dep_{j,k+1} - Arr_{j,k} \leq maxPT_{j,k,k+1}
\]  

(7)

- **Turnaround Time:** The minimal and maximal time that takes a train to perform a turnaround maneuver at knot between trips \( k \) and \( k + 1 \). A turnaround occurs when the concerned train arrives in a track that is located on some side of the station and it departs in other track that is located on the same side of the station.

\[
minTT_{j,k,k+1} \leq Dep_{j,k+1} - Arr_{j,k} \leq maxTT_{j,k,k+1}
\]  

(8)

- **Headway Time:** The minimal and maximal time that must exist between the departure time of two trains \( j \) and \( j' \) leaving from the same knot.

\[
minHT_{j,k,j',k'} \leq Dep_{j,k} - Dep_{j,k} \leq maxHT_{j,k,j',k'}
\]  

(9)
4 Solving the TTP using Genetic Algorithms

Due to the NP-Hardness nature of the problem, heuristic methods are extensively used to deal with real world instances of the TTP.

Genetic Algorithms (GA) have been successfully used for solving different types of planning, scheduling and optimization problems. They are able to handle very large and complex search spaces in a reduced amount of time. They perform a multi-directional stochastic search on the complete search space, which is intensified in the most promising areas.

This population based technique consist of a set of individuals, each individual represents a possible solution to the problem, or a part of it. In order to determine how good (or bad) a solution is, each individual is evaluated with a fitness function, which assigns fitness values to them. The core of the algorithm is the evolution of the population stage: an iterative process in which, best individuals are selected and combined between them (using variation operators) to form new individuals that will conform a new generation of the population. This process is repeated until certain condition is reached, e.g. number of generations, time limit, etc.

4.1 Data Representation

In our GA implementation, each individual represents a complete timetable. To do so, we use one vector of integer values. The length of the vector is equal to \( \sum_{j=1}^{J} 3 \cdot |K_j| \).

The vector is divided into small segments, each segment corresponding to a train journey, inside one segment, the first element represents the \( \text{sched}_j \) variable, which determines if the train journey is scheduled or not on the timetable. The next element is the departure time of the train journey at its first station (\( \text{Dep}_j,1 \)). The next element represents the running time of the first trip. The next two elements designs the activity time and the inner track used by the train at the knot between the first and the second trip. The rest of the elements
follow the same pattern, Figure 2 gives an example of a segment. Each element of the vector, only allows values between those defined by its respective constraint. This ensures that every timetable generated will automatically respect all running, dwelling, passing and turnaround time constraints.

4.2 Algorithm and Operators

Algorithm 1 Genetic Algorithm for solving the TTP

1: Generate initial population $P$ using a greedy algorithm
2: while Termination conditions not met do
3:   for each individual $i$ of $P$ do
4:       Generate a timetable using individual $i$
5:       Evaluate the timetable using the fitness function.
6:   end for
7:   Apply variation operators to generate new offspring population $P'$
8:   Combine $P$ and $P'$ to generate new population $P$
9: end while

The main algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1. The essential components are briefly described next:

- Generate initial population: The initial population of a GA, in the vast majority of cases, have a great impact on the overall performance of the algorithm, and this case is not the exception. Since randomly generated initial populations led to relatively poor performance, we implemented a greedy algorithm that generates an initial population of solutions that maximizes the sum of profit for all scheduled train journeys. Train journeys are randomly ordered and are scheduled one by one if they do not cause any hard constraint violation.

- Generate a timetable using an individual: Having the initial departure time, and the subsequent running and activity times of each trip and knot of the train journey, is possible to calculate the departure and arrival time for each trip, and thus, the complete timetable for all scheduled journeys.

- Evaluate the timetable using the fitness function: The fitness function is an implementation of the objective function described on Equation 4 with additional penalization when hard constraints are violated. It is important to note that even if a train journey appears as not scheduled on the timetable, because it violates at least one hard constraint, it affects negatively the fitness value of the individual.

- Variation Operators: Typical crossover and mutation operators were implemented. Single and multiple point crossover techniques were taken into account.

- Combination of the current and offspring populations: We have opted for an elitist schema for the populations combination, this means that the best individuals form the parents and offspring populations are selected to conform the new population.
5 Experimentation

5.1 Case Study description

For experimentation we used a case study proposed by Erol et al. [8]. The study case consists of 3 train types, and an artificial network with 15 stations, 90 station capacities (tracks inside stations) and 42 tracks, leading to 126 running and 378 headway times. Several requests sets are defined, consisting of a different number of train journeys and time horizons.

5.2 Experiment Details

The specifications of the computer used to solve the Case study are: Processor Intel Core i7 @2.9 GHz x4, 3.5 GB of RAM memory and running Ubuntu-64 v12.10 as operating system.

Additionally to our genetic algorithm, for benchmarking the results, we implemented our model using a MIP solver: CPLEX v 12.6. We set the execution time limit for the solver to 1 hour.

5.3 Experimental Results

Different requests sets based on the infrastructure described on subsection 5.1 were solved using both our genetic algorithm implementation and the MIP solver. The results are summarized on Table 1.

As many others metaheuristic techniques, GA have a stochastic nature, thus, different executions of the algorithm having the same input may result on different outputs. In order to assess the average performance of the GA, a total of 40 program executions were performed for each request set.

We observe that for a small number of requests, our GA was outperformed by the CPLEX solver. Considering 8 train requests, even though the optimal value is attained by the GA, it was slightly slower than the solver. As for 11, 14 and 15 train requests, on average, our GA obtained a near optimal value was but considerably slower than CPLEX. However, as the instance grows in complexity, the advantages of the GA become more evident. On the last 3 request sets, the GA found near optimal solutions on a considerable reduced amount of processing time compared to the MIP solver.
These results show the potential of genetic algorithms to deal with large, real size instances of the TTP. However, we believe that these results could be further improved. In many cases, the genetic algorithm converged prematurely, which means that only local optimal solutions were found. To deal with this, some adjustments to the mutation rate were made, however this action is not enough to effectively deal with this issue. We shall consider to implement a different selection method that would maintain a diverse population of solutions.

6 Conclusions

The Train Timetabling Problem (TTP) represents a complex and interesting research subject, research on this area should optimize the usage of railway infrastructure while respecting security issues, boost the profit generated and increase timetable robustness and connectivity.

On this paper, we present a mathematical formulation to tackle the TTP, our model takes into account macro-level representations of both infrastructure and rolling stock elements to optimize the train journey scheduling based on the global profit generated. Then, we present a genetic algorithm implementation of our model that we use to solve the TTP.

The experimental results of our genetic algorithm are very encouraging. Despite the high complexity and NP-hardness nature of the problem, the performance of the GA is very satisfactory. Near-optimal results were achieved within short computation times. Moreover, our model proved to be very flexible, it could be tuned to focus on other particular optimization aspect such as the reduction of total waiting time.

Further extension and improvements to our work include: First, to experiment with different optimization criteria, such as improving connectivity or robustness of the final timetable, or reducing the rolling stock needed or energy consumption. The purpose of this is to develop a compound multi criteria objective function that reflects better the optimization needs of the timetabling process.

Even if our mathematical model can find the optimal timetable for a given instance of the problem, on real size scenarios, the required computing time to achieve optimality would be impractical. Thus, heuristic techniques must be always adopted. In this sense, regardless the good performance of the GA, other approaches should be also explored, therefore, as a second extension of this work, we would like to implement and experiment with other heuristic techniques in order to compare their performance.

Finally, we are also considering to combine our genetic algorithm with other optimization technique: either exact, such as mathematical programming, or another heuristic, e.g. local search, to create a hybrid method. The objective of this is, not only to overcome the limitations of the genetic algorithms, e.g., a tendency to converge towards local optimal solutions, but also to take advantage of the strengths of both methods.
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